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In wireless sensor networks, an improved throughput capacity region can be achieved by equipping multiple channels. However,
such approach inevitably brings the issue of solving the coupled channel assignment and scheduling problem. This paper put
forward a low-complexity distributed channel assignment and scheduling policy for multichannel wireless sensor networks with
single-hop traffic flows, named LDCS, as well as its multihop multipath extension. Under the proposed algorithms, random
access and backoff time techniques are introduced to keep the complexity low and independent of the number of links and
channels. Through theoretical analysis and simulation experiments, it is proved that the proposed algorithms are throughput
guaranteed, and in some network scenarios, the achieved capacity region can be larger than that of other comparable distributed
algorithms.

1. Introduction

In wireless networks, datagrams are transmitted from source
to destination through a routing selection mechanism in net-
work layer associated with scheduling in MAC layer. When
the paths for all users are fixed, scheduling policies play a
key role in utilizing limited bandwidth effectively to achieve
better throughput performance. There have been a number
of findings and research results on the topic of improving
throughput capacity region via designing efficient scheduling
algorithms. It has been demonstrated that the maximum
capacity region can be guaranteed by the throughput-
optimal scheduling algorithms such as max-weight schedul-
ing [1] for single-path traffic and back-pressure scheduling
[2] for multipath cases. However, such policies require
centralized management along with great limitation. The
centralized scheduling algorithms require management node

or base station in the network to collect information flow and
carry out global control, and as a consequence, it is difficult to
implement in many network scenarios such as wireless
sensor networks (WSN) and ad hoc networks (MANET).

In order to enhance the adaptability, a series of distrib-
uted maximal scheduling (MS) algorithms that are more
applicable in practice have been proposed under various
interference models [3, 4]. So-called “distributed” refers to
the behavior of network nodes deciding to forward data or
not according to their own conditions and the information
obtained from neighborhood without centralized control. It
has been proved that MS is throughput guaranteed. That is,
it can achieve at least a certain fraction of the maximum
throughput capacity region. Even so, such maximal-
matching-type algorithms need to execute a maximal match-
ing finding process at each time slot, which requires a
remarkable number of iterations increasing logarithmically
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with the number of links in the system [5] and consequently
causes nontrivial implementation complexity. Considering
such drawback, designing distributed scheduling policies
with low complexity is worth further research. The authors
in [6] presented a distributed Q-SCHED algorithm based
on random access and backoff time techniques [7], whose
throughput performance could be arbitrarily close to that of
MS. The complexity of Q-SCHED is low and independent
of the network size, which argues its applicability for large-
scale network systems.

The achievements mentioned above are all acquired on
single-channel conditions. In fact, the application of multi-
channel technology can significantly improve the throughput
performance of WSN. At present, IEEE 802.11 series has
provided resource base for the application of multichannel,
such as 802.11a with 12 nonoverlapping channels operating
on 5GHz band and 802.11 b/g with 3 channels on 2.4GHz
frequency band. In multichannel environments, channel
assignment and scheduling are usually combined with each
other to jointly affect the throughput performance [8–10],
which poses a technical challenge for designing distributed
algorithms that solve the coupled channel assignment and
scheduling problem. Through in-depth research, we find that
many single-channel scheduling algorithms cannot be
extended straightforward to multichannel networks because
such extension may lead to poor throughput performance.
Due to the existence of channel diversity, the designing of
distributed channel assignment and scheduling strategy in
multichannel networks is much more complicated than that
in single-channel scenarios. Until now, there have been a
series of research results on this issue. However, these exist-
ing results still have problems to be solved, such as complex-
ity. Obviously, the application of multichannel in wireless
networks is bound to bring an increased implementation
complexity of the distributed algorithms.

In view of the above-discussed facts, the goal (or the main
contribution) of this paper is to devise distributed algorithms
for multichannel wireless networks with low complexity. We
present a channel assignment and scheduling algorithm,
named LDCS, for cases with single-interface nodes. In order
to keep the complexity low, LDCS extends the idea of the
above-mentioned Q-SCHED to fit into multichannel circum-
stances. It is theoretically proved that LDCS is throughput
guaranteed, and the achieved capacity region can be larger
than that of other comparable distributed algorithms in a
variety of scenarios. After that, we extend the policy to the
cases of multipath routing with multihop flows. The simula-
tion experiments verify our theoretical analysis.

2. Related Work

In multichannel scenarios, it is truly difficult to guarantee
the throughput performance (characterized by capacity
region) in a distributed manner. The objective of this issue
is to maintain the system stable with finite queue lengths
inside a specific capacity region. The implementation of
scheduling algorithms should be combined with data flow
allocation and channel assignment because of channel
diversity. Toward this direction, in [9], a provably efficient

algorithm (referred therein as SP) and its multipath exten-
sion MP have been developed for multichannel multi-
interface (MC-MI) networks. SP and MP were proved to
be throughput guaranteed, which implies that they can
ensure a certain fraction of the maximum capacity region.
In SP and MP, each link maintains multiple per-channel
queues as well as one common link queue. Arriving
packets first enter the common link queue and are then
assigned to each channel via executing a data flow alloca-
tion mechanism, as illustrated in Figure 1. According to
the per-channel queues, maximal scheduling is carried
out to determine the set of forwarding queues. Such
relay-forwarding-based process definitely has a negative
impact on system performance. At the same time, aiming
at achieving reliable throughput capacity region under SP
or MP, each link collects queue length and channel rate
information from neighborhood before allocating data
flow, which leads to extra overhead inevitably. In this
paper, we try to adopt a more concise way to implement
effective configuration of data traffic.

Besides SP and MP, for the purpose of solving the
coupled resource allocation problem systematically in MC-
MI networks, Cheng et al. raised another method, named
tuple-based MS [11]. In addition, a novel model was put
forward in [11] under which the original nodes, interfaces,
and channels are transformed into multiple node-radio-
channel tuples. A simple example is shown in Figure 2,
where the original link l is composed of node m and n
while the mapped tuple link η is formed by tuple ðm, i, cÞ
and ðn, j, cÞ. Such framework enables the single-channel
MS algorithm to be extended straightforward to MC-MI
wireless networks with guaranteed throughput perfor-
mance. Compared with SP, the tuple-based MS has been
shown to ensure a larger capacity region with lower average
backlog. However, it could be observed that, with regard to
SP, MP, and tuple-based MS, they all necessarily attempt to
operate a maximal matching process during each time slot,
which incurs significant complexity. In fact, at least Oðlog
jLjjCjÞ number of iterations have to be conducted for the
purpose of obtaining a maximal schedule [12], where jLj
and jCj denote respectively the number of links and chan-
nels in the network. In order to reduce the complexity,
we employ random access and backoff time techniques.

In recent years, a series of research results on channel
allocation or scheduling in multichannel networks have
emerged from other different perspectives. Authors of [13]
developed a DES-Chan framework for distributed channel
assignment. However, such framework did not address the
scheduling issue or delve into throughput performance.
Some other efforts have been made on designing algorithms
for OFDM-based multichannel downlink relay networks
[14–16]. However, in OFDM-based systems, each channel
can only be occupied by one link at each time slot because
of opportunism. By comparison, our results apply to more
general scenarios where different links can operate on the
same channel provided that they do not interfere with each
other. In addition, there have emerged some appealing
results focusing on centralized schemes with low delay or
complexity [17, 18]. Differently, we only consider the online
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fashion that is more suitable for distributed WSN in this
paper.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. System
model and notations are introduced in Section 3. In Section
4, we propose the LDCS algorithm and prove that it can guar-
antee a certain fraction of the maximum throughput capacity
region with low complexity. We next extend our results to
multihop multipath cases in Section 5. Simulation results
are given in Section 6. Finally, we conclude in Section 7.

3. System Model and Notations

We consider a single-interface multichannel wireless network
where each node is equipped with one interface which is able
to switch among channels dynamically if necessary. Let L and
C denote respectively the set of all links and available non-
overlapping channels in the network. For any set Γ, ∣Γ∣ refers
to the cardinality of Γ. With single-hop data flows, each link
represents a transmission path for a pair of source and
receiver. Radio packets leave the system once they reach the
destination. The time is slotted and synchronized for all links
in the network. During each time slot, channel assignment
and scheduling policy jointly decide the sets of scheduled
links and occupied channels. Relevant definitions and termi-
nologies are introduced now.

With regard to the collision model, each link l corre-
sponds to an interference set Il that includes links interfering
with l over the same channel and let l ∈ Il. If l and another
link in Il operate on the same channel simultaneously, neither
of them transmits successfully. Assume the interference
relationship is symmetric, i.e., l ∈ Ik if and only if k ∈ Il.
Denote by K the maximum number of links that can be
scheduled on a given channel simultaneously within the
interference set of arbitrary link. Due to the single-interface

configuration, adjacent links cannot transmit simultaneously
even if they are scheduled on different channels. Thus, one
can split Il into two mutually exclusive subsets, denoted
respectively by IIntðlÞ and IChaðlÞ. Specifically, IIntðlÞ is com-
posed of links that are adjacent to l (including l itself) and
IChaðlÞ is formulated by IChaðlÞ = Il \ IIntðlÞ. Here, define K1
as the maximum number of links that can be scheduled at
the same time within IIntðlÞ of any link l. Similarly, within
the set IChaðlÞ of any link l, use K2 to represent the maximum
number of links that can be scheduled on arbitrary channels
simultaneously. In this paper, IIntðlÞ and IChaðlÞ are respec-
tively named by interface and channel interference set while
K/K1/K2 are named respectively by link/interface/channel
interference degree.

The transmission rate (or capacity) of link l on channel c
is denoted by rcl . It is assumed that rcl > 0 for any l and c.
Because of the presence of channel diversity, every link has
a unique rate on each channel. Denote by AlðnÞ the number
of arrivals at link l in time slot n, the arrival process is then
defined as fAlðnÞg. We make some simple assumption that
the arrival process fAlðnÞg is i.i.d. across time with the mean
value λl. In fact, our method can be extended to suit more
general arrival processes. For simplicity, this paper focuses
only on situations with the assumption mentioned above.
To store data packets, each link l needs to maintain one chan-
nel queue for every channel c, denoted by ðl, cÞ. One can
obtain from the description above that the set of channel
queues interfering with ðl, cÞ denoted by εðl,cÞ is as

ε l,cð Þ = k, cð Þ: k ∈ ICha lð Þf g ∪ j, c′
� �

: j ∈ IInt lð Þ, c′ ∈ C
n o

:

ð1Þ

Denote the queue length of ðl, cÞ by qcl ðnÞ. Arriving
packets are allocated immediately to multiple channel queues
using some data-flow-allocation algorithm. Let Ac

l ðnÞ be the
number of datagrams assigned to ðl, cÞ, and the expectation
is denoted by λcl = E½Ac

l ðnÞ�. Thus, the evolution of the queue
length is given as

qcl n + 1ð Þ = qcl nð Þ + Ac
l nð Þ −Dc

l nð Þ½ �+, ð2Þ

whereDc
l ðnÞ denotes the number of datagrams transmitted by

ðl, cÞ in time slot n based on the channel assignment and
scheduling algorithm. It is easy to find that Dc

l ðnÞ = rcl if ðl, cÞ
is scheduled at n; otherwise, Dc

l ðnÞ = 0. For convenience, we

Per-channel queues

Common queue
Data flow

Figure 1: The relay-forwarding framework in SP and MP.

m n
Original link l

Tuple link 𝜂
Node m

Interface i

Channel c

Node n

Interface j

Channel c

Figure 2: Transformation process involved in the tuple-based
model.
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will use the term “queue” to represent the “channel queue” in
what follows. We say the network system is stable if for any
υ > 0, there exists a constant Ψ > 0 such that [19]

lim
n→∞

Pr
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
〠
l∈L

〠
c∈C

qcl nð Þ½ �2
r

>Ψ

( )
< υ, ð3Þ

where PrfSg represents the probability of the event S.
System stability implies that network can bear current
input load. It can be obtained that the system is stable
and all the queue lengths remain finite if the Markov
chain fqcl ðnÞ: l ∈ L, c ∈ Cg is positively recurrent.

The capacity region achieved by a particular channel
assignment and scheduling algorithm is defined as the set of
λ that stabilizes the network system, whereλ = ½λ1, λ2,⋯, λL�
is exactly the input load. As we know, the maximum capacity
region Ω can be obtained by the throughput optimal schedul-
ing [17] in a centralized way. Under a distributed algorithm, if
the queue lengths remain finite for any λ ∈ γΩ with constant
γ ∈ ð0, 1�, the efficiency ratio of this algorithm is then denoted
by γ. The key variables in this paper are summarized in
Table 1.

4. LDCS and Performance Analysis

At each time slot in LDCS, packets are assigned to channel
queues immediately after arriving based on our data flow

allocation mechanism without extra relay-forwarding com-
mon queue, which leads to a reduced transmission delay
[17]. For channel assignment and scheduling, LDCS employs
the random access and backoff time techniques (the idea of
above-mentioned Q-SCHED) instead of executing maximal
matching process. The LDCS algorithm consists of two parts
given as follows.

4.1. Data Flow Allocation. For data flow allocation, a rate-
proportional-based policy is designed as

Ac
l nð Þ = Al nð Þ rcl

∑d∈Cr
d
l

, ð4Þ

which can be realized by using a probability approach. It is
easy to see that the process fAc

l ðnÞg is also i.i.d. across time
slot. The allocation process is implemented locally and is
shown in Figure 3.

In LDCS, each link does not require information of other
links in the data flow allocation phase, which can decrease the
overhead effectively compared with the existing SP policy [9].

4.2. Channel Assignment and Scheduling. After data alloca-
tion, LDCS then utilizes its channel assignment and
scheduling mechanism to make the decision whether a
queue should be scheduled or not. Following the idea of
Q-SCHED [6], the random access and backoff time tech-
niques are employed. To be specific, each time slot is
divided into two subslots: scheduling slot and transmis-
sion slot, either of which has a fixed length. The schedul-
ing slot is further divided into M minislots. Such time
slot division is shown in Figure 4. According to the back-
off time technique, each queue ðl, cÞ selects a minislot
with probability as

Pr Icl =M + 1f g = e−p
c
l ,

Pr Icl =mf g = e−p
c
l m−1/Mð Þ − e−p

c
l m/Mð Þ, m = 1, 2,⋯,M,

(

ð5Þ

where Icl represents the backoff time picked by ðl, cÞ and
the parameter pcl is computed as

pcl = α
qcl nð Þ/rcl

max
j,dð Þ∈ε l,cð Þ

∑ k,c′ð Þ∈ε j,dð Þ
qc′k nð Þ/rc′k

h i , ð6Þ

where α = logM. In formula (5), if a queue chooses M + 1
as its backoff time, it will remain static in the current
time slot. Instead of waiting for the entire scheduling slot,
a queue enters the transmission slot to send messages
immediately after the selected backoff time expires as long
as no one in its interference set has already picked
smaller backoff time. If two or more queues select the
same minislot, all of them fail to accomplish the trans-
mission successfully because of collision.

Table 1: Table of all notations.

Variable Notation

L, C, S Set of all links, channels, and users

Il Set of links interfering with l over the same channel

ICha lð Þ, IInt lð Þ Channel/interface interference set

K , K1, K2 Link/interface/channel interference degree

rcl Rate of link l on channel c

Al nð Þ, As nð Þ Number of packets arriving at link l and user s at
time slot n

λl , λs Average packet arriving rate on link l and user s

l, cð Þ Channel queue maintained by link l on channel c

ε l,cð Þ Set of all channel queues that interfere with l, cð Þ
qcl nð Þ Queue length of l, cð Þ

Ac
l nð Þ Number of packets assigned by link l to channel c at

time slot n

λcl Expectation of Ac
l nð Þ

Dc
l nð Þ Number of packets served by l, cð Þ in time slot n

Ω,Ω′ Maximum capacity region for single-hop and
multihop cases

γ, γ′ Efficiency ratio of algorithms LDCS and M-LDCS

Hl
si Routing matrix

Psi nð Þ Fraction of data packets assigned to path i by user s
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4.3. Stability Region. For the purpose of analyzing stability,
we introduce two lemmas and construct the Lyapunov func-
tion as

V nð Þ = max
l∈L,c∈C

〠
j,dð Þ∈ε l,cð Þ

qdj nð Þ
rdj

2
4

3
5: ð7Þ

Lemma 1. At each time slot n, there exists a constant G > 0
such that if VðnÞ ≥G, then for any queue ðj, dÞ satisfying

〠
l,cð Þ∈ε j,dð Þ

qcl nð Þ
rcl

≥ ϑ V nð Þ − C1 − C2μð Þ, ð8Þ

the LDCS policy guarantees

〠
l,cð Þ∈ε j,dð Þ

Pr Sclf g ≥ ϑ 1 −
logM + 1

M
− μ

� �
, ð9Þ

for any μ > 0, ϑ ∈ ½0, 1� and constants C1, C2 > 0, where Scl
denotes the event that ðl, cÞ is scheduled. The proof of Lemma
1 is omitted here. One can refer to [6] (proof of Lemma 1
therein) to derive Lemma 1 easily based on (5) and (6).

Lemma 2. Under LDCS, if the input load meets

〠
l,cð Þ∈ε j,dð Þ

λcl
rcl

< 1 −
logM + 1

M
− 4μ, ð10Þ

for every queue ðj, dÞ, then there will exist some integer H > 0
and a constant Φ > 0 such that with VðnÞ ≥Φ,

Pr 〠
l,cð Þ∈ε j,dð Þ

qcl n +Hð Þ
rcl

≤ V nð Þ −Hμ

8<
:

9=
; ≥ 1 − ς ð11Þ

holds for any queue ðj, dÞ and any ς > 0. We present the proof
in the appendix. Based on the two lemmas above, one can
derive the following theorem which indicates the condition
for system stability.

Theorem 1. Under LDCS, if for some μ > 0, the input rates
satisfy

〠
l,cð Þ∈ε j,dð Þ

λcl
rcl

< 1 −
log M + 1

M
− 4μ, ð12Þ

for any queue ðj, dÞ, the irreducible aperiodic discrete state
Markov chain fqcl ðnÞ: l ∈ L, c ∈ Cg is then positively recurrent.
One can refer to [6] for the detail of the proof of Theorem 1.
Hence, we obtain the capacity region guaranteed by LDCS
using the following proposition.

Proposition 1. The efficiency ratio γ of LDCS is given as

γ = τ

K2 + K1 Cj j 1 −
log M + 1

M
− 4μ

� �
, ð13Þ

Link l
Node 2

(l,1)

(l,2)

(l,C-1)

(l,C)

Al (n)

Al
1 (n)

Al
2 (n)

rl
C-1

rl
Crl
C

Channel queues

Node 1

rl
2

rl
1

Al
C (n)

Al
C-1 (n)

Figure 3: Data flow allocation based on channel queues.

Time-slot

Scheduling-slot

Transmission-slot
. . . . . .

Mini-slot

Figure 4: The time slot division under the proposed LDCS.
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where μ is a positive number with an arbitrary value and

τ =minl∈L
∑c′∈Cr

c′
l

maxb∈Crbl

" #
: ð14Þ

Proof. Based on the relevant definitions described in Section
3, the achieved capacity region of LDCS is said to be γΩ if
for any input load λ such that the centralized optimal algo-
rithm can stabilize the system at λ∕γ, the LDCS can keep
the system stable with λ. Under our scenarios, the necessary
condition for system stability at λ∕γ is that there exists some
~xcl ∈ ½0, rcl � for each ðl, cÞ such that

1 + ∂ð Þ2 λl
γ

≤〠
c∈C

~xcl , ð15Þ

〠
k∈ICha lð Þ

〠
c∈C

~xck
rck

≤ K2, ð16Þ

〠
k∈IInt lð Þ

〠
c∈C

~xck
rck

≤ K1 ð17Þ

hold for any link l with parameter ∂ > 0 [10]. Note that
inequality (15) comes from the rate constraint, while (16)
and (17) represent the channel and interface restriction,
respectively. Set a parameter β = ð1 + ∂Þ2/γ and replace γ
with the right side of (13), we have according to (4) and the
inequalities (15)–(17) that for all ðl, cÞ and some μ > 0,

〠
k,c′ð Þ∈ε l,cð Þ

λc
′
k

rc′k
= 〠

k∈ICha lð Þ

λck
rck

+ 〠
k∈IInt lð Þ

〠
c′∈C

λc
′
k

rc′k

≤
1
τ

1
β

〠
k∈ICha lð Þ

〠
c′∈C

~xc′k
rc′k

+ Cj j 〠
k∈IInt lð Þ

〠
c′∈C

~xc′k
rc′k

" #

≤
1
τ

1
β

K2 + Cj jK1½ � < 1 − logM + 1
M

− 4μ:

ð18Þ

Hence, Proposition 1 has been proved using Theorem 1.

4.4. Performance Analysis. From (13), one can infer that with
M→∞ and μ→ 0, the efficiency ratio of LDCS policy arbi-
trarily approaches τ∕ ðK2 + K1 ∣ C ∣ Þ. Here, the parameter μ
can be selected close to 0. Due to the fixed length of schedul-
ing slot,M tend to infinity if we let the length of each minislot
be small enough by improving hardware. Therefore, it can be
argued that the developed LDCS can achieve a throughput
capacity region of τΩ∕ ðK2 + K1 ∣ C ∣ Þ approximately.

Then, we compare the throughput performance of LDCS
with other existing distributed algorithms. According to [11],
tuple-based MS attains an efficiency ratio of 1∕Y > 1∕ ðK + 2Þ,
whereY denotes the interference degree over the tuple-based
equivalent model and 1∕ ðK + 2Þ is the efficiency ratio of SP
algorithm [9]. Hence, one can conclude that as M→∞, the
capacity region of LDCS is larger than that of the tuple-
based MS or SP algorithm on condition that the network sce-

nario satisfies τ∕ ðK2 + K1 ∣ C ∣ Þ > 1∕Y > 1∕ ðK + 2Þ. A simple
topology in Figure 5 with single-hop flows and 2-hop inter-
ference model is illustrated. Suppose there are 14 nodes and
4 available channels with rates equalling 1, 1, 2, and 2 packet-
s∕time slot, respectively, for all links. Thus, it is not hard to fig-
ure out that the efficiency ratio of LDCS equals to 1∕4,
whereas that of tuple-based MS and SP are, respectively, 1∕ 5
and 1∕ 6, we have 1∕ 4 > 1∕ 5 > 1∕ 6. Therefore, in practice, com-
pared with SP and tuple-based MS, better throughput perfor-
mance can be obtained by LDCS as long as the network
scenario satisfies τ∕ ðK2 + K1 ∣ C ∣ Þ > 1∕Y > 1∕ ðK + 2Þ.

On the other hand, the complexity of LDCS is low and
independent of the number of links and channels. In LDCS,
each node calculates the backoff time according to equations
(5) and (6), which incurs OðK1 + K2Þ number of iterations
[12]. In most WSN scenarios in practice, the complexity of
LDCS is bounded since parameters K1 and K2 of the network
are bounded [8]. In contrast, recall that the complexity of the
existing maximal-matching-based algorithms (SP or tuple-
based MS) [9, 11] is Oðlog ∣ LkC ∣ Þ which increases logarith-
mically with the numbers of links and channels. From the
perspective of computation time, based on the analysis above,
LDCS merely requires a scheduling slot (or M minislots) to
compute a schedule, which has no concern with both the size
of network and the number of channels. With the improve-
ment of hardware performance in the future, the length of a
minislot can be set arbitrarily small so that the length of
scheduling slot converges to a small positive number even
M approaches infinity. Contrastively, for the maximal-
matching-based algorithms with Oðlog ∣ LkC ∣ Þ complexity,
the computation time of each schedule bounds to increase
with the number of links and channels. Therefore, in large-
scale intensive multichannel networks, the maximal-
matching-based algorithms inevitably need longer time than
LDCS to complete a schedule because of their inherent
maximal matching mechanism [6, 7]. Currently, due to the
limited hardware performance, we cannot set a minislot at
an arbitrarily small value, and hence, this paper does not
quantitatively compare the computation time of LDCS with
that of maximal-matching-based methods.

It is worthmentioning that LDCS only ensures the weakly
stability [19] of the system with a possibly unbounded delay
experienced by customers and it is designed for multichannel
wireless networks with single-interface wireless nodes.

3

7

1 2

5

6

11

12

13

14

4

8

9

10

Figure 5: Network topology for illustration with single-hop flows.
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5. Multipath Extension

The discussion above focused on the single-hop flows. For
multihop flows with multiple paths, a routing selection
problem needs to be resolved to ensure effectiveness and
fairness. For multihop multipath cases, the arrival process
and the maximum capacity region are redefined as follows.
Suppose a system composed of S users with IðsÞ alternate
paths for each user s. Let AsðnÞ denote the number of
packets offered by user s at time slot n. It is further
assumed that AsðnÞ is i.i.d. across time slot with average
λs. Define Hl

si as the routing indicator variable. If path i
of user s passes through link l, Hl

si = 1; otherwise, Hl
si = 0.

Thus, the arrivals at link l in time slot n can be given by

Al nð Þ = 〠
S

s=1
〠
I sð Þ

i=1
Hl

siAs nð ÞPsi nð Þ, ð19Þ

where PsiðnÞ denotes the fraction of data packets assigned
to path i by user s during time slot n. The extended max-
imum throughput capacity region Ω′ for multihop scenes
with multiple paths is redefined as the set of ½λ1, λ2,⋯,
λS� such that there exists for all user s and path i satisfying

〠
S

s=1
〠
I sð Þ

i=1
Hl

siλs�Psi

" #
∈Ω

s:t: 〠
I sð Þ

i=1
�Psi = 1,

ð20Þ

where �Psi can be interpreted as the average fraction of
traffic assigned to path i on a long-term basis and Ω has
been defined by link-based rate vectors λ in Section 3.
We now combine the MAC layer LDCS policy with a
routing selection mechanism so that the joint routing,
channel assignment, and scheduling algorithm, which is
called M-LDCS, can guarantee a certain fraction of the
extended maximum capacity region Ω′. The same data
flow allocation strategy as LDCS is utilized and the joint
algorithm is performed in two steps as

Step 1. Each source first computes the fraction vector Ps

ðnÞ = ½Ps1ðnÞ, Ps2ðnÞ,⋯, PsIðsÞðnÞ� at each time slot n
through solving the following problem

max
Ps nð Þ

−
φs

2 〠
I sð Þ

i=1
Psi nð Þ½ �2 − 〠

I sð Þ

i=1
Psi nð Þ 〠

l∈L,c∈C

Hl
si

∑b∈Cr
b
l

〠
j,dð Þ∈ε l,cð Þ

� 〠
k,c′ð Þ∈ε j,dð Þ

qc′k nð Þ
rc′k

2
4

3
5
θ

s:t: 〠
I sð Þ

i=1
Psi nð Þ = 1, Psi nð Þ ≥ 0,

ð21Þ

for some θ > 0, where φs is a positive constant. In fact,

the transmission path is selected by (21). When a data
packet is generated by user s, it will be assigned to path
i with probability PsiðnÞ.

Step 2. The same channel assignment and scheduling mech-
anism as in Section 4 is employed to determine the set of
operating queues and the queue is updated by

qcl n + 1ð Þ = qcl nð Þ + ∑S
s=1∑

I sð Þ
i=1H

l
siAs nð ÞPsi nð Þ

∑b∈Cr
b
l

−Dc
l nð Þ

" #+

:

ð22Þ
Note that the first term of (21) is to avoid an oscillation

problem in routing selection process [20]. In the following
proposition, the efficiency ratio of M-LDCS is given.

Proposition 2. For any μ > 0, there exists some θ0 > 0 such
that for any θ > θ0, the joint routing and LDCS algorithm
can ensure γ′Ω′ capacity region where

γ′ = 1 − μð Þτ
1 + μð Þ K2 + K1 Cj jð Þ 1 −

log M + 1
M

� �
: ð23Þ

The proof is presented in the appendix.

6. Simulation Results

In this section, we evaluate the performances of the proposed
algorithms through simulation experiment using NS2-2.31.
The topology we adopt is shown in Figure 6 which contains
36 nodes (denoted by circles), 60 links (denoted by dashed
lines), and 4 available channels with rates equalling 1, 1, 2,
and 2 packets/time slot, respectively. Each node is configured
with a single interface that can switch among channels with-
out hindrance. 2-hop interference model is used for simula-
tions. In order to attain the throughput capacity region, we
gradually increase the input rates (or offered loads) and
observe the experimental data of average backlog. The unit
of input rate is packets/time slot. We first consider the
single-hop scenario and compare the developed LDCS

Figure 6: Network topology for experiments.
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ðM = 103Þ with existing SP and tuple-based MS policies.
As illustrated in Figure 6, there exist 16 traffic flows
(represented by arrows) in our environment. Assume that
the input rates of all flows are the same, denoted by λ. The
average backlog is defined as the mean total backlog in the
system divided by the number of traffic flows, which is used
to reflect the throughput performances of the evaluated algo-
rithms. In the simulation, the extra control overhead is omit-
ted so that the throughput performance difference of the
algorithms can be clearly shown.

Figure 7 shows the performance comparison of the
three protocols. As we can see from the figure, along with
the increasing of offered load, queues and the network
become accordingly congested. At the same time, average
backlog grows sharply to infinity when λ approaches a
certain value. Such inflection point can be regarded as
the edge of the throughput capacity region achieved by
the corresponding algorithms. In addition, Figure 7 shows
the superiority of the proposed LDCS in terms of throughput
performance under our scenario, as expected. In fact as ana-
lyzed in Section 4.4, it can be said that LDCS guarantees
larger capacity region than SP and tuple-based MS provided
that τ∕ ðK2 + K1 ∣ C ∣ Þ > 1∕Y . The model we use for experi-
ment is one of the scenarios who satisfy such condition.

We next investigate the performance of the multihop
multipath extension (ME) of LDCS using the same topology
in Figure 8. Differently, let four source-destination pairs
randomly picked across multiple hops replace the 16
single-hop flows. Assume that there exist three alternative
paths for each user. Source node selects forwarding path
for every data packet according to (21). We let θ be 103

to make sure μ is small enough based on Proposition 2
and set φs = 105 so that the route fraction vectors calculated

by (21) are not too sensitive to the queue length updates. In
this simulation, the comparison objects are MP and the ME
of tuple-based MS. In practice, multipath extension implies
a cross-layer control method. That is, for the purpose of
ensuring throughput, link layer and network layer exchange
information to solve a joint routing, channel assignment,
and scheduling problem. Figure 8 displays the comparison
of three solutions. As expected, ME of LDCS performs
much better than MP since it achieves larger capacity
region, which confirms theoretical analysis. As we can
observe, the capacities attained by ME of LDCS and tuple-
based MS are fairly close. Furthermore, for the same input
rates, ME of tuple-based MS achieves the lowest average
backlog. The reason for this phenomenon is that ME of
tuple-based MS additionally considers transmission delay
and solve the cross-layer problem with path selection con-
vex optimization technique. For MP, it utilizes a two-stage
queuing structure that stores datagrams in a common
queue firstly and relays them to channel queues, which
aggravates congestion and leads to imperfect performance.

It is worth noting that the number of interfaces and chan-
nels would impact the system capacity region inevitably. This
paper purely focuses on single-interface scenarios. In reality,
most existing communication or sensor systems employed
single-interface nodes at present.

7. Conclusions

This paper presents distributed algorithms for multichannel
single-interface wireless sensor networks with both single-
hop and multihop multipath scenes, named, respectively,
LDCS and ME of LDCS. It is theoretically demonstrated
that the proposed algorithms can achieve guaranteed
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Figure 7: Average backlog versus input rates in single-hop scenario.
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throughput capacity regions that are comparable with other
distributed maximal-matching-based algorithms (such as
SP, MP, and tuple-based MS) with low implementation
complexity.

LDCS utilize a rate-proportional-based mechanism to
allocate datagrams locally and applies random access tech-
nique based on probability to complete the channel assign-
ment and scheduling. Such designing avoids executing
maximal-matching-finding process and attains lower com-
plexity that is independent of the numbers of links and chan-
nels. It is further theoretically proved that LDCS can achieve
better throughput performance in some specific situations
compared with other existing policies. LDCS is then extended
to be appropriate for multihop multipath scenarios and a
cross-layer solution is given. Simulation experiments confirm
our analysis. In the future research, we will be interested in
improving LDCS to be able to maintain the network under
a strongly stable status with bounded average delay for both
single-interface and multi-interface cases.

Appendix

A.1. Proof of Lemma 2

Because the arrivals and departures are both upper bounded
during one time slot, then there must exist a positive number
B such that

〠
l,cð Þ∈ε j,dð Þ

qcl n + 1ð Þ
rcl

− 〠
l,cð Þ∈ε j,dð Þ

qcl nð Þ
rcl

������
������ ≤ B ðA:1Þ

holds for any ðj, dÞ. Here, we discuss in two cases. If ðj, dÞ
satisfies

〠
l,cð Þ∈ε j,dð Þ

qcl nð Þ
rcl

≤V nð Þ −H B + μð Þ, ðA:2Þ

it is then easy to get that Lemma 2 holds. For the other
case when

〠
l,cð Þ∈ε j,dð Þ

qcl nð Þ
rcl

>V nð Þ −H B + μð Þ, ðA:3Þ

for any t ∈ fn + 1,⋯, n +Hg, we have

〠
l,cð Þ∈ε j,dð Þ

qcl tð Þ
rcl

>V nð Þ −H B + μð Þ − B t − nð Þ ≥ V tð Þ −H 3B + μð Þ:

ðA:4Þ

Employ Lemma 1 and let ϑ = 1, one can draw a con-
clusion that there exists a constant Φ > 0 such that if
VðnÞ ≥Φ, then

〠
l,cð Þ∈ε j,dð Þ

Pr Sclf g ≥ 1 − log M + 1
M

− μ ðA:5Þ

holds for all t ∈ fn + 1,⋯, n +Hg. Clearly, Φ is chosen as
a function of H. Define an indicator variable Mðl,cÞðtÞ
such that Mðl,cÞðtÞ = 1 in case of queue ðl, cÞ is scheduled
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Figure 8: Average backlog versus input rates in multihop multipath scenario.
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in time slot t, and otherwise, Mðl,cÞðtÞ = 0. Then, from
(A.5), a probability model can be described by

E 〠
l,cð Þ∈ε j,dð Þ

M l,cð Þ tð Þ M j′ ,d ′ð Þ ℏð Þ
n o

j′ ,d ′ð Þ∈ε l,cð Þ ,ℏ=n+1,⋯,t−1

����
2
4

3
5

= 〠
l,cð Þ∈ε j,dð Þ

Pr Sclf g ≥ 1 − logM + 1
M

− μ:

ðA:6Þ

Suppose a random variable defined as

ρt = 〠
l,cð Þ∈ε j,dð Þ

M l,cð Þ tð Þ
κ

∈ 0, 1
κ
, 2
κ
,⋯, 1

� 	
, ðA:7Þ

where κ is the maximum number of queues that can be
scheduled simultaneously in the interference set of any
queue in the network. For any ϕ ≥ 0, based on (A.6) and
the convexity of the exponential function f ðxÞ = e−φx [21],
it is not hard to obtain that

E e−ϕρt ρn+1,⋯, ρt−1j
 �
≤ 1 − 1

κ
1 − log M + 1

M
− μ

� �
1 − e−f

� �
:

ðA:8Þ

Define ϒ =∑n+H
t=n+1ρt . Now, we aim to obtain an upper

bound of E½e−ϕϒ �. It is well-known that the Chernoff

bound for E½e−ϕϒ � can be obtained if the variables ρt
’s

were independent across time. Obviously, according to
the above-mentioned definition of ρt as well as the Mar-
kov characteristics of the random process fMðl,cÞðtÞg, ρt ’s
are not independent across time. In order to upper bound

E½e−ϕϒ �, we introduce a new random variable ϒ ′ =∑n+H
t=n+1

χt , where χt ’s are independent and take values of 0 or
1 and with probability

Pr χt = 1f g = 1
κ

1 − log M + 1
M

− μ

� �
: ðA:9Þ

Obviously, E½e−ϕϒ ′ � can be upper bounded through
Chernoff bound [22] as follows

E e−ϕ
ϒ ′

� 
≤ exp H

κ

log M + 1
M

+ μ − 1
� �

1 − e−ϕ
� �� 

:

ðA:10Þ

Furthermore, based on (A.8), one can obtain E½e−ϕϒ �
≤ E½e−ϕϒ ′ � by induction [23]. Hence,

E e−ϕ
ϒ

h i
≤ exp H

κ

log M + 1
M

+ μ − 1
� �

1 − e−ϕ
� �� 

: ðA:11Þ

Thus, from Markov inequality and (A.11), we get

Pr κϒ ≤H 1 − log M + 1
M

− 2μ
� �� 	

≤ exp H
κ

ϕ + log M + 1
M

+ μ − 1
� �

1 − e−ϕ
� ���

−ϕ
logM + 1

M
+ 2μ

� �	
:

ðA:12Þ

For some ϕ ≥ 0, it is not hard to find a constant ω1 > 0
such that

Pr κϒ ≤H 1 − logM + 1
M

− 2μ
� �� 	

≤ e−Hω1 : ðA:13Þ

For the arriving process, define

Z = 〠
l,cð Þ∈ε j,dð Þ

〠
n+H

t=n+1

Ac
l tð Þ
rcl

: ðA:14Þ

Considering the condition that the offered load meets
in Lemma 2, one can easily infer for some ω2 > 0 that

Pr Z ≥H 1 − log M + 1
M

− 3μ
� �� 	

≤ e−Hω2 : ðA:15Þ

Hence, based on (A.13) and (A.15), we have

Pr 〠
l,cð Þ∈ε j,dð Þ

qcl n +Hð Þ
rcl

≤ V nð Þ −Hμ

8<
:

9=
;

= Pr 〠
l,cð Þ∈ε j,dð Þ

qcl nð Þ
rcl

+ Z − κϒ ≤ V nð Þ −Hμ

8<
:

9=
;

= Pr Z ≤V nð Þ − 〠
l,cð Þ∈ε j,dð Þ

qcl nð Þ
rcl

+ κϒ −Hμ

8<
:

9=
;

≥ Pr Z ≤ κϒ −Hμf g ≥ 1 − e−Hω1 − e−Hω2 :

ðA:16Þ

Thus, by setting the value of H appropriately such that
e−Hω1 + e−Hω2 ≤ ς, then we can obtain

Pr 〠
l,cð Þ∈ε j,dð Þ

qcl n +Hð Þ
rcl

≤ V nð Þ −Hμ

8<
:

9=
; ≥ 1 − ς: ðA:17Þ

This ends the proof of Lemma 2.

A.2. Proof of Proposition 2

Referring to the proof process of Proposition 1 as well as
the corresponding definition of extended maximum capac-
ity region for multihop flows with multiple paths in (20),
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the efficiency ratio in (23) implies there is �Psi ≥ 0 for all
user s and path i satisfying

〠
l,cð Þ∈ε j,dð Þ

∑S
s=1∑

I sð Þ
i=1H

l
siλs�Psi

∑b∈Cr
b
l

< 1 − μ

1 + μ
1 − log M + 1

M

� �

s:t: 〠
I sð Þ

i=1
�Psi = 1:

ðA:18Þ

For multihop multipath case, the following Lyapunov
function is used,

U nð Þ = 1
θ + 1〠

l∈L
〠
c∈C

〠
j,dð Þ∈ε l,cð Þ

qdj nð Þ
rdj

0
@

1
A

1+θ

: ðA:19Þ

From (4) and (19) and the fact that E½AsðnÞPsiðnÞ� = λs
PsiðnÞ, we thus have

E U n + 1ð Þ −U nð Þ q nð Þj½ � ≤ 〠
l∈L,c∈C

〠
j,dð Þ∈ε l,cð Þ

qdj nð Þ
rdj

0
@

1
A

θ

� 〠
j,dð Þ∈ε l,cð Þ

Ad
j nð Þ
rdj

− 〠
j,dð Þ∈ε l,cð Þ

Pr Sdj
n o2

4
3
5

+ 〠
l∈L,c∈C

o 〠
j,dð Þ∈ε l,cð Þ

qdj nð Þ
rdj

0
@

1
A

θ

,

ðA:20Þ

where oð·Þ means higher order. Further on the basis of
Lemma 1, it can be easy to obtain that

〠
j,dð Þ∈ε l,cð Þ

Pr Sdj
n o

≥
∑ j,dð Þ∈ε l,cð Þ

qdj nð Þ/rdj
V nð Þ 1 − log M + 1

M

� �
,

ðA:21Þ

for all queues ðl, cÞ, where VðnÞ has already been defined
before in Section 4. In addition, by the binomial expansion
[6], it is not difficult to obtain that for any μ > 0, there will
exist some θ0 > 0 such that

∑l∈L,c∈C ∑ j,dð Þ∈ε l,cð Þ
qdj nð Þ/rdj

� � 1+θð Þ

V nð Þ ≥ 1 − μð Þ 〠
l∈L,c∈C

〠
j,dð Þ∈ε l,cð Þ

qdj nð Þ
rdj

0
@

1
A

θ

ðA:22Þ

holds for all θ > θ0. Hence, one can obtain

〠
l∈L,c∈C

〠
j,dð Þ∈ε l,cð Þ

qdj nð Þ
rdj

0
@

1
A

θ

〠
j,dð Þ∈ε l,cð Þ

Pr Sclf g
2
4

3
5

≥
1 − logM + 1ð Þ/Mð Þð Þ

V nð Þ 〠
l∈L,c∈C

〠
j,dð Þ∈ε l,cð Þ

qdj nð Þ
rdj

0
@

1
A

θ+1

≥ 1 − μð Þ 1 − log M + 1
M

� �
〠

l∈L,c∈C
〠

j,dð Þ∈ε l,cð Þ

qdj nð Þ
rdj

0
@

1
A

θ

:

ðA:23Þ

Utilizing (A.18) and the routing selection mechanism in
(21), it is not hard to find that

〠
I sð Þ

i=1
Psi nð Þ〠

l∈L
〠
c∈C

Hl
si

∑b∈Cr
b
l

〠
j,dð Þ∈ε l,cð Þ

〠
k,c′ð Þ∈ε j,dð Þ

qc′k nð Þ
rc′k

0
@

1
A

θ

− 1 + μð Þ〠
I sð Þ

i=1
�Psi〠

l∈L
〠
c∈C

Hl
si

∑b∈Cr
b
l

〠
j,dð Þ∈ε l,cð Þ

〠
k,c′ð Þ∈ε j,dð Þ

qc′k nð Þ
rc′k

0
@

1
A

θ

≤ −
φs

2 〠
I sð Þ

i=1
Psi nð Þ½ �2 + φs

2 〠
I sð Þ

i=1
�Psi

� �2 ≤ φsI sð Þ:

ðA:24Þ

Therefore, the Lyapunov drift is negative and is given by

E U n + 1ð Þ −U nð Þ q nð Þj½ � ≤ −μ〠
l∈L

〠
c∈C

〠
j,dð Þ∈ε l,cð Þ

qdj nð Þ
rdj

0
@

1
A

θ

� 〠
j,dð Þ∈ε l,cð Þ

∑S
s=1∑

I sð Þ
i=1H

j
siλs�Psi

∑b∈Cr
b
l

+ 〠
S

s=1
λsφsI sð Þ

+〠
l∈L

〠
c∈C

ο 〠
j,dð Þ∈ε l,cð Þ

qdj nð Þ
rdj

2
4

3
5
θ

:

ðA:25Þ

The stability of the system then follows [24].
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